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Locating itself on a bisecting garden and artificial path weaving through downtown Boston, the concept for a new YMCA proposes a continuity of this existing green space and to articulate the notion of a program as path which is made up of fitness, cultural and housing program elements. The unique idea is to gather and use the energy created with the activities intrinsic within each program category, such as running on a treadmill, for instance. The collected energy will then be stored in batteries and used for public purposes such as lighting the pathways or completely running the YMCA building. The striking vision of this project is the conviction that no energy source is too small to be exploited.

Project description by author

Locating itself on the Greenway, a bisecting garden and artificial path that weaves through downtown Boston, the YMCA proposes a continuity of this green space through the articulation of program as path. This notion of program as path is formulated from initial sectional cartographies that sought to uncover undiscovered circulation paths along a section cut within the urban context. By analyzing these new notions of circulation both in relation to calories burned and difficulty of experience, a new intention for urban fitness was uncovered.

The site selection and urban strategy for this downtown YMCA is generated to illicit the vulnerability of experience through the intersection of an institutionalized work-out and fitness plan with that of the challenges of an implicit, geological activity. The intersection of these two design interests creates a conceptual program that responds to both the seasonal attributes of the site, the ability for the emergence of chance with a user’s experience and the ability to harness energy from this interaction at an urban scale.

With each category of program, as with culture, housing and fitness, there is a desire to gather and use the energy created in the activities intrinsic within each category. For instance, energy can be collected from the activity of an individual on typical exercise machines, such as the treadmill or the rowing machine, through the use of nanogenerator technology. This energy can then be used to light a series of secondary lights along the course of the Greenway, or more importantly could drive and power the entire infrastructural system of the actual building. This play between both a responsive program and a responsive geology is the crux of the project.

In addition, the YMCA is generated to illicit the vulnerability of experience through the intersection of an institutionalized work-out and fitness plan with that of the challenges of an institutional building.

Along with this it desires to identify the technology through which user interaction can become a viable source of renewable energy.

Relevance to target issues by author

Quantum change and transferability

On a larger scale, this project proposes to diminish architectural typologies by figuring out ways in which urban understandings can accommodate for particular programmatic elements within a temporal understanding of urbanism. Along with this desire is to identify the technology through which user interaction can become a viable source of renewable energy.

Ethical standards and social equity

Although this project is only a conceptual design for a possible, it could be believed that its occupants, financiers, consultants and others involved would adhere to a high ethical standard, and would function as a transparent political hybrid. It also is a socially viable project due to its integration within the urban context and community in general.

Ecological quality and energy conservation

This project can be understood as a passive building with complete functionality derived from user interaction. By allowing for complete user control, a user can be made aware of how energy from fitness, living and basic interaction can become a means for keeping a building alive, literally.

Economic performance and compatibility

It would be planned that this project proposes to observe an economy of resources in its actual deployment of construction. By relying on local materials, the reusing of waste and energy from fitness, living and basic interaction can become a means for keeping a building alive, literally.

Contextual and aesthetic impact

This project’s contextual impact is made apparent through its ability to make urban space and interaction its guiding priority for design. By taking advantage of making this a public space, its implementation into its contextual fabric only furthers its use within Boston’s downtown environment.